A few things about us

Italian Banking Insurance and Finance Federation
FeBAN - the Italian Banking, Insurance and Finance Federation was established in 2008 by the Italian Banking Association of Insurance Companies – Ania. We currently associate Abi, Ania, Aifi - the Italian Association of Private Equity, Venture Capital and Private Debt firms and aggregate Adepp, Aipb, Anfir, Assofiduciaria, Assofin, Assogestioni, Assoimmobiliare, Assoprevidenza, Assoreti, Assosim.

We represent our domestic financial industry in Italy and abroad: banks, insurance companies, financial institutions and funds. Through them, we have at heart the concerns and interests of savers, investors, users and stakeholders of savings and financial resources.

“We represent our domestic financial industry in Italy and abroad”
We provide the “common home” of the Italian savings and finance community in Europe and worldwide.
Our members share the same basic values and long-term mission.

Finance should work as an instrument to achieve sustainable development, economic prosperity and social progress.

As a federation of financial associations, institutions and stakeholders we engage our members and all other interested interlocutors in 6 main fields:

- Financial education & sustainability
- European and global financial reforms and policies
- Disaster Risk Reduction & Global Resilience
- Fiscal policies & savings protection
- Investments & growth
- New public-private welfare and partnerships
We act as a Forum for policy debate and proposals, a Voice of the Italian financial community, a Business representative of the financial industry, a Bridge between industry, policy makers, and the public opinion, with (inter)governmental institutions, Research centres, Business community, Savers, investors and the public opinion, Stakeholders of the financial sector, Other business associations.
OBJECTIVE

Promoting the role of the financial industry in fostering economic growth and social development

Forum for policy debate and proposals

OPERATIONAL TOOLS

We are supported by a Scientific Committee of key academics and opinion makers. We organize Seminars and Workshops (Incontri f-)

ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS

The Federation operates as a lab for developing ideas and policy proposals. We promote partnerships with national and international think-tanks, opinion leaders and analysts

International voice of our financial community

OBJECTIVE

Improving our identity and reputation in international markets, policy circles, media and civil society organizations

OPERATIONAL TOOLS

Strengthen international regulatory performance, better regulation, ethical standards, early warning and scouting

ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS

Build and operationalize a network of peers in the main financial centres in order to uphold the mission and the long-term interests of the financial community, promote partnerships and linkages with international associations, permanent delegations, experts and other stakeholders
OBJECTIVE

Building permanent and mutually beneficial relations inside the business community to pursue wider and public interests and play a leadership role for reforms

Business representative of the financial and savings community

OPERATIONAL TOOLS

We formulate proposals and support efforts aimed at the modernization and development of the economy and society, including the financial sector, thus contributing to economic growth and social progress

ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS

We set up Working Groups (with experts and policy makers) and Task Forces (with representatives of different associations and institutions of the financial sector), prepare position papers and promote joint initiatives on the main topics of the reform agenda

Bridge between industry and civil society

OBJECTIVE

Building a bridge between market players and civil society thus strengthening the voice and engagement of the private sector in policy making, and improving the credibility and reputation of the financial sector in relation to NGOs and the citizens

OPERATIONAL TOOLS

Develop partnerships and common action plans with NGOs and other civil society organizations and stakeholders

ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS

Identify topics and agendas of common interest; promote joint or coordinated action through working groups, joint papers, common policy initiatives. Engage decision makers in a constructive dialogue and effective cooperation
Dissemination & Communication

Interviews

Books

Newsletters

Social Media

Follow us